Background. Recent research has focused upon the subdiagnostic level in an effort to derive more valid domains of psychotic disorder. This has led to the influential positive-negative dichotomy in schizophrenia being superseded by a three-syndrome model. The strategy of looking for syndromes within poorly validated diagnostic categories, such as schizophrenia, has limitations, particularly since it originated in, and has been largely restricted to, the more chronic subsamples. Method. A representative sample of first episode psychosis (N l 509), which includes the full spectrum of functional psychosis, was utilized to re-examine the dimensional structure of functional psychosis from first principles. Patients were assessed with the Royal Park Multidiagnostic Instrument for Psychosis (MIP), a comprehensive procedure that documents the psychopathology of the first episode in a clinically valid manner. Results. Principal axis factor analysis was carried out on the tetrachoric correlation matrix of 92 core psychopathological items. A robust and clinically valid four-factor solution was obtained, comprising depression, mania and only two other factors. The first was a Bleulerian blend of negative symptoms, catatonic\motor symptoms and disorganization. The second was a combination of Schneiderian first rank symptoms, and other hallucinations and delusions. The data thus failed to support the three-syndrome model for non-affective symptoms in this population. A six-factor solution, although partially consistent with other studies, represented a more complex and confusing elaboration of the more clinically valid four-factor solution. Conclusions. The findings have implications for the conceptualization of early psychosis, which need to be explored further in validation studies.
INTRODUCTION

Dimensions of schizophrenia or of psychosis ?
Recent authors have focused on the clinical heterogeneity of schizophrenia and have attempted to define more homogeneous domains that might relate more closely to pathophysiological disturbances (Buchanan & Carpenter, 1994) and other external validators (Johnstone & Frith, 1996) than the full di-agnostic concept. Subtyping for this purpose began with Kraepelin and Bleuler, and continued in the positive-negative distinction (Crow, 1980 ; Andreasen & Olsen, 1982) and its later elaboration, the currently popular three-syndrome model of schizophrenia (Liddle, 1987) .
In recent years, perhaps frustrated by the lack of genuine progress (Zubin & Steinhauer, 1981) , many researchers have felt that ' a new concept of the illness was required ' (Liddle et al. 1994) . But of which illness ? What has been minimized in the most recent generation of nosological work is that the concept of schizophrenia itself is still no more than a putative subtype of the broader category of functional psychosis and has yet to have its validity firmly established (Janzarik, 1987 ; Boyle, 1990 ; Bentall, 1992) . Crow shares this view, yet concedes that he did not originally follow it to its logical conclusion … ' should not one also consider as possible dimensions elation and depression ? I hold tenaciously to the view (notably without impact on the 1980 paperpresent authors' emphasis) that the Kraepelinian dichotomy between schizophrenic and affective psychoses is a brake to progress ' (Liddle et al. 1994) . This implies the need to study samples of psychosis rather than of schizophrenia, yet most recent factor analytical studies have focused almost exclusively upon samples of schizophrenic patients.
Studies using broader samples of psychotic patients can identify dimensions of psychosis, including subtypes of ' schizophrenia ' if it proves to be a valid subcategory, whereas studies using only schizophrenic patients can only characterize the dimensions within schizophrenia (a limitation which is even more pronounced if only very chronic samples are used). Liddle (1987) had originally argued that clear-cut chronic samples provide the best indication of the structure of schizophrenia. This assumes this subgroup known as (chronic) schizophrenia possesses external validity (apart from relatively poor outcome) and runs the risk of extending the model to other subgroups within the spectrum of psychotic disorder to which it may not apply (see above). Apart from censoring the sample through exclusion of the majority of patients with a psychotic disorder, samples such as Liddle's also contaminate the phenomenology through the effects of institutionalization, longterm neuroleptic therapy, duration of illness and ageing. Furthermore, small samples of extensively treated, chronic and frequently treatmentresistant patients are likely to manifest atypical patterns of symptoms, with both lacunae and aberrant features. For example, some patients may no longer manifest positive symptoms. A series of replications of Liddle's original study have been carried out and are widely accepted as having provided support for extension of the three-syndrome model to more mixed and less chronic samples within schizophrenia (Liddle et al. 1994 ; Andreasen et al. 1995 ; Johnstone & Frith, 1996) . These syndromes are coming to be regarded as robust and consistent across studies ; however, several studies have described different and conflicting four-factor solutions in narrow samples of schizophrenia (Peralta et al. 1994 ; Lenzenwegger & Dworkin, 1996 ; Mellers et al. 1996) or even five factors (Lindenmayer et al. 1995) . Ironically, while most researchers implicitly accept the DSM-reinforced Kraepelinian boundaries for psychotic diagnosis, though exceptions do exist (Klimidis et al. 1993 ; Kitamura et al. 1995 ; van Os et al. 1996) , Andreasen et al. (1995) point out that the dimensions they have found in chronic schizophrenia also occur in other disorders (though they fail to question the validity of these categories of disorder).
Stage of disorder and the dimensional structure of psychosis If we take a step backwards then, and focus on the clinical heterogeneity of functional psychosis, the boundary of which, incidentally, can be defined much more robustly and stably than that between schizophrenia and other disorders (Kendell & Brockington, 1980) , then a quite different research orientation is required. This involves the study of samples as representative as possible of the full range of psychotic disorders, which in turn means attending to stage of disorder and hence focusing on samples of first episode psychosis. Originally pioneered by Crow and his colleagues, the strategy of concentrating on first episode psychosis patients is becoming almost de rigueur in studies exploring the neurobiological basis of the constituent disorders (Lieberman et al. 1993) . In an analogous way, representative first episode samples are equally necessary to clarify the psychopathological structure of functional psychosis since, if the sample approximates an incidence sample, rather than a convenience or tertiary referral first episode sample, it will best cover the universe of psychosis. Samples enriched with cases with prolonged or relapsing disorder tend to exclude the significant subgroup of cases with a single episode, and discount the influence of less frequently relapsing cases ; moreover mixed samples of first and multiple episode cases disproportionately weight the effect of chronic cases (Cohen & Cohen, 1984) . Andreasen and colleagues have highlighted this flaw in stating that, ' nearly all factor analysis studies completed to date have evaluated treated patients with variable levels of chronicity. It should be interesting to determine whether the same dimensions are found in first episode patients or in untreated patients. ' .
In fact, very recently, several studies using recent-onset samples suggest that psychopathology does indeed evolve over the early years of illness, as originally described by Kraepelin 1987) . The recent 10-year follow-up (Eaton et al. 1995) of a sample of first admission patients in Madras demonstrated that the interrelationship of positive and negative syndromes evolved significantly over time. Similarly, Arndt et al, (1995) in a small recent onset sample provided some evidence for the independent evolution of the three syndromes described above, while Ventura et al. (1995) have concluded that disorganization may not form a separate component during the early course of schizophrenia. This is consistent with data from the Chestnut Lodge study (Fenton & McGlashan, 1991 ; McGlashan & Fenton, 1993) , which reveal that disorganization features accumulate over time from the first admission. None of these studies include in their focus the affective syndromes and their evolving relationship with the nonaffective syndromes that contribute to diagnostic flux during this phase of illness (McGorry, 1994 ; Fennig et al. 1996) . Other cross-sectional recentonset or first episode studies do appear to provide support for the three-syndrome model (van der Does et al. 1993 ; Va! zquez-Barquero et al. 1996 ; Gureje et al. 1995) . In contrast, van Os et al. (1996) focused on a cohort of relatively recent onset subjects with functional psychosis, and, despite a somewhat limited item pool, a more complex dimensional pattern was found, with seven factors, three of which partially resembled the three-syndrome structure.
Other methodological issues
Several additional methodological and analytical issues are relevant to the clarification of the underlying psychopathological dimensions in functional psychosis (Soni et al. 1992) . They are important because most of them have been overlooked in the body of evidence amassed by Andreasen et al. (1995) which claimed ' impressive consistency across studies ' in support of the three syndrome model. Sample size is the most obvious (Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988) and has secondary effects on the number and range of variables that can be included (Bilder et al. 1985 ; Liddle, 1987) . Selection of a limited range of rating scales has had a similar constraining effect, even in studies with a larger sample size. Lack of consensus on methods for deciding upon the appropriate number of factors has also created confusion (Browne, 1968 ; Tucker & Lewis, 1973 ; Catell, 1978 ; Zwick & Velicer, 1982 , 1986 Fava & Velicer, 1992) . Finally, in interpreting a factor solution, there should be an adequate number of substantially loading variables defining each factor (McDonald, 1985 ; Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988) . Many recent studies (e.g. Liddle, 1987 ; van der Does et al. 1993 ; Bell et al. 1994 ; Peralta et al. 1994 ; Andreasen et al. 1995 ; Gureje et al. 1995 ; Lenzenwegger & Dworkin, 1996 ; Mellers et al. 1996 ; Va! zquez-Barquero et al. 1996) are deficient on these and other technical grounds.
One of the few studies that is not subject to the above limitations is a large and important study from Japan (Kitamura et al. 1995) , which found a smaller number of syndromes in a broad sample of functional psychosis (N l 584) with disorganization and negative symptoms sharing the same factor, thus conflicting with the recent studies supporting the three-syndrome model. Factors were defined by at least six symptoms (loading over 0n5), and four major factors were identified : manic, depressive, positive and negative while a fifth factor was also identified, comprising catatonic features.
Summary
The above review seeks to highlight a degree of premature closure and complacency, based in part upon a failure to properly take account of methodological (Soni et al. 1992 ) and conceptual issues . Including affective syndromes alongside the various non-affective syndromes and studying the evolution of all these syndromal patterns from the onset of the disorder in representative first episode cases would be key elements of a less blinkered strategy Kitamura et al. 1995) . Relationships between syndromes, including affective and non-affective, almost certainly evolve over time and through phases of disorder in individual patients, and in a potentially deceptive or artefactual manner, in groups of patients at different phases, as samples change in composition with concentration of particular subsamples. As a foundation for such a venture, which ultimately needs to include a prospective element, the present study aims to explore and define the syndromal structure of a large and representative cohort of carefully assessed first episode psychosis patients using modern factor analytical techniques.
METHOD Setting
The study was conducted within the Aubrey Lewis Unit, an in-patient unit specializing in the care of patients with a first episode of psychosis, and subsequently, the Early Psychosis Prevention and Intervention Centre, a specialist regional psychiatric service for young people with emerging psychosis, which evolved from the former service (Edwards et al. 1994 ; McGorry et al. 1996) .
Subjects
The sample comprised 509 patients entering the service system with their first episode of psychosis between late 1986 and 1995. All patients with a functional psychosis within a defined age range were eligible for the study, with the vast majority of eligible patients consenting to participate. The clinical and demographic characteristics (including age, sex, DSM-IV diagnosis, location of care, and neuroleptic dosage) of those who were eligible but did not participate were not significantly different from those who did. Estimates of local expected incidence figures for psychotic disorder based on WHO data (Jablensky et al. 1992 ) suggested that our service had accessed the vast majority of incident cases. There were extremely few private psychiatrists, or alternative mental health services, available in the catchment area, and those who were tended to refer such cases to our first episode service. While a number of cases accepted into the service were subsequently excluded from the study (see below) or did not participate because they refused or moved away soon after the study commenced, we believe that we were able to assess carefully a substantial cohort of subjects, broadly representative of an incident sample of first episode psychosis, based on similar arguments to those advanced by Va! zquez- Barquero et al. (1996) . The size of the sample in relation to the recruitment period and the relatively short mean duration of untreated psychosis of approximately 6 months also supported this contention.
Functional psychosis was defined as the presence of one or more of delusions ; hallucinations ; marked formal thought disorder ; or bizarre behaviour (to the extent that psychosis could reasonably be inferred), combined with the absence of some definable organic aetiology, or a diagnosable organic mental disorder. Patients unable to speak adequate English to participate in the psychopathological assessments were also excluded from the study sample. Between 1986 and 1992, patients were eligible for inclusion if their age at onset of psychotic symptoms was between 16 and 45, and this group comprised 68 % of the total sample. From October 1992, the upper age limit was reduced to 30 years because of an expansion in the catchment area for the service (from " 450 000 to " 800 000 people), and the development of a comprehensive integrated service focusing explicitly on young people with early psychosis (23 % of the 1986-92 sample were between 31 and 45 years). The mean age at initial assessment was 24n4 years (.. l 6n1), while the overall mean age at onset of psychotic symptoms was 23n9 years (.. l 6n1). It must be acknowledged that the age range constraints do reduce the degree of representativeness of the sample assessed.
The sample comprised 335 males and 174 females, with 10 % of patients being married or in a de facto relationship, 80 % never having married, and 10 % being separated or divorced. The mean duration of psychotic symptoms prior to entry to the service was 185 days (.. l 491) (median duration was 81 days). Mean BPRS (Overall & Gorham, 1962) score at admission was 25n8 (.. l 9n8), utilizing an 18-item, 0-6 scale (McGorry et al. 1988) . Eighty-three per cent of patients were both neuroleptic-and thymoleptic-free for at least 1 month prior to admission. The mean value for the maximum dose of neuroleptic medication during the treatment of initial episode was 500 mg (semiinterquartile range (SQR) l 250) (mean l 577, .. l 463) in chlorpromazine equivalents.
Psychopathological assessment
All subjects were assessed with the Royal Park Multidiagnostic Instrument for Psychosis (MIP), a comprehensive assessment instrument designed specifically for the reconstruction of the first psychotic episode. A detailed description of the development, structure and reliability of the MIP can be found in McGorry et al. (1990 b,c) . Briefly, the MIP enables all psychopathological features which manifest at different phases within the defined first episode to be incorporated into a final set of ratings, through the strategy of serial interviews and utilization of multiple data sources. An extensive glossary for all items and guidelines for the assessment procedure itself is utilized as a strategy to safeguard reliability and improve clinical validity. The MIP includes a minimum of two semistructured interviews with the patient -one immediately after admission and another at the point when the psychopathology has stabilized or remitted (mean l approx. 60 days). We have found substantial (63 %) rates of remission of positive symptoms by this point, similar to the trajectory of remission defined by Lieberman et al. (1993) and Szymanski et al. (1995) though negative symptoms continue to abate at a slower rate beyond this point, as do a proportion of slowly responding positive symptoms (Power et al. 1998 ). An informant (illness duration) interview follows the initial patient interview, allowing documentation of the duration and type of psychopathology present prior to admission. Supplementary information is also obtained from case-notes, nursing narratives, and patient diaries (if available) in order that as complete an understanding and rating of the whole psychotic episode can be constructed.
Interviewers were experienced research psychologists with 3 to 6 months specific training in the MIP. The data were collated to yield a set of final ratings on over 350 items, which comprised sociodemographic data, elemental psychopathological ratings from throughout the whole episode, and composite operational criteria to feed into the diagnostic algorithms. Diagnoses for each subject were obtained via computerized diagnostic algorithms and these were checked against the manual application of the same algorithms. Any disagreement between the diagnosis obtained by computer algorithm and that assigned manually was reviewed by the first author and a final decision made. DSM-III-R diagnoses for the sample were as follows : schizophrenia (33 %) ; schizophreniform disorder (21 %) ; schizoaffective disorder (10 %) ; delusional disorder (4 %) ; bipolar disorder with psychotic features (17 %) ; major depression with psychotic features (8 %) ; psychotic disorder NOS (6 %) ; brief reactive psychosis (0n2 %) ; and induced psychosis (0n2 %).
Statistical analysis
Iterated principal axis factor analysis was carried out using the TESTFACT computer program (Wilson et al. 1991) on the tetrachoric correlation matrix of 92 signs and symptoms selected from the RPMIP. In view of the aims of the study, all items which were not core psychopathological ratings were excluded from the analysis. The number of factors was determined by examination of the scree plot, and the factors were rotated using the orthoblique approach of Harris & Kaiser (1964) .
RESULTS
Number of factors
Two different scree plots displayed in Fig. 1 were used to determine the optimum number of factors underlying the 92 items. The plot of the eigenvalues suggests that there is a major change in the covariance accounted for, between the fourth and fifth factors, and a second smaller break between the sixth and seventh factors. Fig. 1 also shows a line graph of the root-mean square residual (RMSR) value for each successive factor solution (up to 30 factors). This can be interpreted in the same way as a traditional scree plot, with the major bend in the graph indicating the point at which no additional significant information can be obtained from increasing the number of factors in a solution. The RMSR plot in Fig. 1 also indicates that there is no further gain in going beyond six factors. Four-, five-and six-factor solutions were examined. The four-factor solution was the clearest and most readily interpretable clinically. The five-factor solution was least so. Hence the data for the four-factor solution only is presented in detail, though the six-factor solution is also described.
Four-factor solution
The four-factor solution is shown in Table 1 . All four factors are well-defined in that large numbers of symptoms load substantially on each factor. Furthermore, each factor is substantially univocal with few symptoms loading substantially on more than one factor. Although this is a correlated factor solution, the factors are only weakly correlated, as shown at the bottom of Table 1 . Factor 1 was clearly aligned with the manic symptoms of psychosis. To a slight extent this can be considered a bipolar factor, with some negatively loading symptoms such as ' social withdrawal ' (for psychotic episode) (k0n71), and ' avolition-apathy ' (k0n58), contrasting with ' elevated mood ' (0n94), ' activity ' (0n84), ' flight of ideas ' (0n83) and ' grandiose delusions ' (0n72).
Factor 2 was a unipolar factor identified by depressive symptoms, notably ' hopelessness ' (0n82), ' depressed mood ' (2 weeks) (0n81), ' worthlessness\guilt ' (0n79) and ' distinct quality ' (0n77). This factor, as with factor 1, included key mood-congruent psychotic features such as ' delusions of guilt ' (0n57), and had no symptoms which also loaded substantially on the third factor.
Factor 3 was a blend of deficit or negative symptomatology, disorganized thinking and behaviour, and catatonic features with principal loadings for ' praecox feeling ' (0n75), ' lack of rapport ' (0n75), ' stereotypy ' (0n72), ' non-social speech ' (0n73), ' catatonic behaviour ' (0n68), ' attentional impairment ' (0n66), ' marked disturbance of associations ' (0n56), ' blunted affect ' (0n54) and ' inappropriate affect ' (0n48). This third factor contained a complex array of features from negative, disorganized and catatonic domains, in a grouping very similar to the original descriptions of Eugen Bleuler. The factor also shared cross-loadings with factor 1, the manic factor, for a number of symptoms, notably affect-blunted and affective flattening (note that these were the opposite sign in factor 1). The fourth factor was aligned with (nonaffective) positive psychotic symptoms, particularly Schneiderian First Rank Symptoms (FRS). Here ' voices to the patient ' (non-affective) (0n70), ' made feelings ' (0n66), and ' voices commentary ' (0n65), were the strongest loadings. This factor was again univocal with very few cross-loadings with other factors. Factor loadings p0n30 are shown in bold type.
Six-factor solution
The six-factor solution was significantly more complex than the four-factor solution. This was assessed by computing the factor-complexity coefficient of Hoffman (1977) for each symptom and testing for a difference between the mean complexities for the two solutions (t l 4n4, df l 91, P l 0.001). Thus, the increased differentiation in this solution is offset by the increased complexity of the factor loadings. There were two principal differences in this solution that can be summarized clinically as follows. First, there was a drawing of delusional items from the Manic factor in the four-factor solution to form a fifth Expansive Delusions factor (principally ' religious delusions ' (0n86), ' grandiose delusions ' (0n83), and ' delusions of grandiose ability' (0n78)), as well as a group of items best described as modifying or qualifying features of expansive delusions (e.g. ' polymorphism of delusions ' (0n63) ; ' fascination with delusional material ' (0n55) ; ' delusional perception' (0n42) and ' ecstasy ' (0n38). Secondly, there was also a movement of catatonic, quasi-organic and disorganized features from the third or negative symptom factor in the four-factor solution to give a sixth factor marked by ' stupor' (0n82), ' mutism ' (0n80), ' catatonic behaviour ' (0n75), ' incoherent speech ' (0n67), and ' grossly disorganized behaviour ' (0n59). It is noteworthy that some disorganization items failed to shift (e.g. ' attentional impairment') from the negative symptom factor, while some of the core negative symptoms (e.g. ' ambivalence ') (0n40) did so. Correlations between these six factors showed a more complex and confusing situation than in the case of the four-factor solution. Profile of mean factor scores from four-factor orthoblique solution for six DSM-III-R psychotic diagnoses relative to zero mean for DSM-III-R schizophrenia (asterisked columns in profile indicates that the mean factor score for that diagnostic group is significantly different from schizophrenia). (, Mania ; 9, Depression ; 6 Bleulerian symptoms ; , Schneiderian symptoms).
Factor score profiles
Factor scores were estimated by the method of Bartlett (1937) and standardized by factor to have a mean of zero over all patients. Correlations between the factor score estimates and the factors themselves were 0n99, 0n98, 0n97 and 0n96 for the four-factor solution. Fig. 2 shows the four-factor profiles for the major DSM-III-R diagnostic categories. Mean standardized factor scores are presented for each diagnostic group relative to a zero mean for schizophrenia. An asterix indicates significant differences (Bonferroni-adjusted critical levels) from the schizophrenia group mean. These figures contrast the profiles of subjects within individual diagnostic groups with each other, and also help to characterize a prototypical pattern for each diagnostic grouping. To some extent this exercise examines the validity of the traditional diagnostic categories in the manner suggested by Andreasen et al. (1995) . Fig. 2 shows that the two affective dimensions and the positive (Schneiderian) factor behave much as one would expect according to diagnostic group. On the other hand, the negative\ catatonic\disorganized (Bleulerian) dimension is similar across all diagnostic groups with the exception of delusional disorder. This means it is certainly not characteristic of schizophrenia, and indeed fails to distinguish at all between the major traditional diagnoses in this first episode population. The pattern for the six-factor solution was similar to the four-factor solution for the first four dimensions. The additional factors allowed slightly better differentiation of schizophreniform from schizophrenia and psychotic NOS from major depression.
DISCUSSION
This study examined the structure of symptoms present during a first episode of functional psychosis in a large and representative cohort of patients treated in a clinical research environment (McGorry et al. 1996) . Exploratory factor analysis produced a four-factor solution which explained 43n6 % of the variance and was highly clinically valid. A six-factor solution produced two new factors that were essentially fragments of two of the more fundamental four factors and remained correlated with the residual elements of their parent factors.
The four-factor solution was characterized by a positive, mainly Schneiderian factor, a negative\catatonic\quasi-organic\disorgan-ized, or Bleulerian factor, and classical depression and mania factors. The Bleulerian dimension included all of Eugen Bleuler's fundamental symptoms of schizophrenia, as well as one of the key accessory symptoms, namely catatonic features. This four-factor solution is not congruent with the current consensus, based largely on global SAPS\SANS data, which has separated disorganization from negative symptoms, and hence poses a challenge to this currently dominant paradigm.
The six-factor solution explained 49n7% of the variance and differed from the four-factor solution in that first, disorganization features partially migrated into the sixth catatonic\quasi-organic factor, and secondly expansive delusions and related phenomena tended to form a partially separate syndrome with some continuing overlap with mania. The new factors were not only correlated with the remaining components of two of the original four-factors solution (factor 5 with factor 1, and factor 6 with factor 3), but also with each other. This suggested that a degree of overfactoring or ' factor fission ' (Catell, 1978) may have occurred. In summary, we believe the four-factor solution more clearly and validly represents the fundamental dimensions of early psychosis, while the six-factor solution depicts a more elaborated but rather more confusing picture despite its partial resonance with other literature.
What is the significance of these findings and how are they to be related to the existing literature ? The present study, like that of Kitamura et al. (1995) , focused on a large sample of psychotic patients, of whom only 54 % met criteria for schizophrenia or schizophreniform disorder ; however it differed in being a pure first episode sample. It is interesting to note the similarities in the structure of the syndromes identified. Four of the factors were very similar, namely positive, negative, depression and mania. An important common finding was that in contrast to the current consensus, negative symptoms and features associated with the concept of disorganization, such as thought disorder and inappropriate affect, were found on the same factor. Increasing the number of factors to six in our study partly split some of these features across factors ; however this resulted in a predominantly catatonic\dis-organized\organic-like factor which mirrored another aspect of the Japanese analysis. Interestingly, van Os et al. (1996) also found that catatonic features were associated with bizarre behaviour and inappropriate affect. With the exception of these two studies, catatonic features have been poorly represented in studies of the syndromal structure of psychosis because of the widespread perception that they remain rare . This may prove to have been an error (Johnson, 1993) .
The studies that have found support for the three-syndrome model in recent onset or first episode populations have used confirmatory factor analysis, small and\or diagnostically narrow samples, a limited range of variables or have other methodological flaws (Gureje et al. 1995 ; van der Does et al. 1993 ; Va! zquezBarquero et al. 1996) . Furthermore, others have shown that disorganization features evolve and accumulate with time (McGlashan & Fenton, 1993 ; Ventura et al. 1995) . A circumspect position, in view of the flaws in the other recent onset studies and in the light of the data presented here, is that the three-syndrome model is not as clearly generalizable to samples other than those comprised of chronic schizophrenia. In first episode psychosis, disorganization is clearly related to both catatonic and negative symptoms, as correctly divined by Eugen Bleuler (Bleuler, 1950) . It may be partially extracted along with catatonia as a correlated subsyndrome by further fission of symptom dimensions, as seen in the move from a four-to a six-factor solution, but it remains closely related to negative symptoms. Furthermore, such a sixth factor is more characteristic of mania and schizophreniform disorder than schizophrenia, at least at this stage of disorder. In summary, we conclude that disorganization does not form a clinically distinct dimension of psychopathology in first episode psychosis, nor is it in any way specific to cases of schizophrenia at this stage of disorder. It is likely that this dimension becomes increasingly prominent in cases where illness persists or progresses.
Could the present findings be artefactual ? Initially, we considered whether the methodological approach of the MIP might have been responsible for the association of the negative and disorganization symptoms, since, apart from the study of van Os et al. (1996) , the studies suggesting they could be separate dimensions were generally based upon single cross-sectional assessments. In contrast, the MIP integrates psychopathological data from the whole psychotic episode from onset to remission (or stabilization), irrespective of the timing of the symptom or behaviour, into a common data base. Thus, a cross-sectional independence of negative symptoms and disorganization features might be concealed by a more longitudinal methodology. This seems unlikely, as the Japanese study, which found the same link, was apparently a single interview design. Alternatively, the censoring of the upper age limit for the study may have influenced the results. This reduced the representativeness of the sample by excluding older patients and hence particularly females. Nevertheless, on clinical grounds and from existing literature, we believe this is unlikely to be the explanation for the findings regarding disorganization and negative symptoms, since, in our experience, these features both tend to be less prominent in older first episode female cases.
The current solution is also supported by the observations of the original pioneers of psychopathology, particularly Eugen Bleuler (1950) and Kurt Schneider (1959) , who were clearly searching with the unbiased eye of the phenomenologist for syndromal collections of clinical features. Unlike Kraepelin, neither of the latter psychiatrists were seeking to unify symptoms on any basis other than a crosssectional syndromal one, and they would have been searching for patterns in relatively broad samples of subjects. The two non-affective factors identified in this solution bear a striking resemblance to the alternative and complementary conceptions of schizophrenia advanced by these two authors, who clearly discerned different patterns of prominence in the symptoms of their patients. We would interpret this as follows. These syndromes are clearly recognizable and coherent in samples of first episode psychosis, hence their definition by the early pioneers who had the advantage of observing the patterns afflicted by fewer manualbased and history-bound preconceptions. However, they do not define classes of patients, and hence can be found in association with other equally coherent syndromes, hence the intercorrelation of the factors described and the overlap between related syndromes. Thus, they do not correlate precisely with the categories or subtypes of psychotic disorder in the DSM or ICD systems, though these categories do have somewhat different profiles on these dimensions. Hence the well-known finding, confirmed in Fig.  2 , that Schneiderian first-rank symptoms are more common in schizophrenia, but are not uncommon in other psychoses, notwithstanding Schneider's original heuristic opinion.
What does this mean for the current consensus ? The field seems comfortable with the notion that we have a stable and valid set of subcategories of psychosis, that schizophrenia is an established member of this set, and that the dimensional structure of schizophrenia is characterized by three syndromes or possibly five (Liddle et al. 1994 ; Lindenmayer et al. 1995) . We have referred to the conceptual problems with this mindset and also suggested that if we scratch the surface of the evidence which appears to converge in support of the model, we find a meT lange of conflicting findings and methodological flaws. The present data throws some light on the psychopathological dimensions discernible in first episode psychosis. A more complex task, which has so far eluded us, is to incorporate such knowledge into a more pragmatic and effective system of classification, one which is more usable from the first episode onwards (McGorry, 1995) .
As many authors have pointed out (Kitamura et al. 1995) , it is critical to separate off the task of the definition of syndromes or dimensions from their validation using neurobiological strategies or course of illness. Unfortunately, this is something which Kraepelin (at first) failed to do, with enduring consequences. He also made the related error of using course of illness as a proxy for true neurobiological validation, which was his ultimate goal. This involves the key problem of heterogeneity and some researchers have attempted to carve out syndromes to validate within ' schizophrenia ' (Carpenter et al. 1993) . We would contend that the flaw with such a strategy is the subliminal acceptance of the validity of the boundary between schizophrenia and other psychoses, a flaw which fails to acknowledge that the heterogeneity problem may be ' bigger than schizophrenia '. This flaw is probably due to a combination of history and the clinician's illusion, and is hidden within forests of research orientated towards confirmation rather than exploration. The recent history of studies of the syndrome structure of psychosis is merely a specific example of this wider flaw in strategy. An old lesson, one that was eventually learned by Kraepelin, is that premature closure in the nosology of psychosis returns to haunt the perpetrator (Kraepelin, 1920 (Kraepelin, , 1987 Janzarik, 1987) . It has proved to be a recurrent phenomenon that will probably continue until true validators (aetiological or pathophysiological, not prognostic) are ultimately found. Our recommendation, one which is supported by these data as well as other arguments (McGorry et al. a, 1996 , is that, in early psychosis in particular, the focus should be on psychosis rather than schizophrenia if progress in both basic research and clinical care is to progress.
